Electronic and Cellular Devices
Finally, please note that campers and JCs are not permitted to have DVD players or other forms of
electronic communication or video entertainment devices at camp. The culture and community
we aim to establish at camp is different from the broader culture in which we raise our children. Camp
can still provide an experience where young people work and play actively, create excitement through
creativity and enjoy friends without the distractions of the electronic world. We ask for your support
in our efforts to create a unique community focused on its members. Of course, we encourage other
non-electronic interactive games that campers and JCs can bring and play together! Banned devices
brought to camp will be confiscated for the summer and disciplinary action may be taken.
JCs and ACs may bring cell phones for use as allowed by the directors only. While ACs may keep
their cell phones with their possessions for use during free time off campus, other JC cell phones will
be logged in and stored in a secure place for distribution for some off-campus trips at the discretion of
the director. Please note that cell phones may be used for voice, text, photo, video and social media*
purposes only. Photos and videos depicting campers, fellow JCs or camp staff may NOT be posted to
social media while camp is in session. It is our expectation that, for any such posting after camp, it is
will be done only with the permission of the individuals included (and a parent in the case of minors).
*With restrictions
Any violation of our cell phone policies will result in a loss of this privilege.
To reiterate, Junior Counselors have two options related to cell phones:
1. JCs may bring a cell phone and register it at camp upon their arrival. JC I, II and III cell
phones will be stored and made available for certain JC trips at the discretion of the
directors. In addition, JC III cell phones may be made available for free time off-campus at
the discretion of the directors. Cell phones may not be used in camp. ACs may bring a cell
phone to camp and keep it in their possession as long as it is out of sight of campers. Cell
phone use by ACs in camp is prohibited except in an emergency.
THERE WILL NOT BE ACESS TO PHONES AT OTHER TIMES, INCLUDING
VISITING DAYS, AND PERSONAL TRIPS OFF CAMPUS.
CCSC will not be responsible for loss or damage of phones while at camp.
2. JCs who wish to have phones available while out with family or friends might consider
leaving their phones at home with parents. The free camp phones are available to the JCs.

